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The Manufactured and Mobile Homes Program is a full-service energy efficiency
program that helps owners and residents of manufactured and mobile homes
save money and energy off their energy bills. Eligible participants may receive
energy saving products and services at no cost that help increase the efficiency
of their electric, gas, and water appliances and fixtures. Increasing efficiency also
benefits the environment by conserving our natural resources and reducing air
emissions.
Administered by Synergy EE, a third party energy efficiency implementer specialist
and a certified ENERGY STAR® contractor, the program serves Pacific Gas and
Electric Company [PG&E] customers at no cost.

Eligibility Requirements
Pacific Gas and Electric Company customers who occupy manufactured and mobile
homes are eligible to participate. Tenants may participate with the property owner"s
written permission.

Energy Efficiency Measures Covered
The program covers many energy efficiency measures, including:
• Brush less fan motor replacement
• Refrigerant charge adjustment and tune-up
• ENERGY STAR-rated products, including lighting, Low-flow
showerheads, and aerators
• Vending machine controllers for common areas

Brushless Fan Motor Replacement
Central heating and cooling systems typically have a fan motor that blows air
through the air ducts and into your home. Most fan motors are very inefficient and
are part of the reason that air conditioners use so much electricity. Brush less fan
motors are highly efficient and provide the same amount of air flow while
consuming much less electricity.

Refrigerant Charge Adjustment
For air conditioners to run efficiently, they should be serviced regularly and have the
refrigerant charged at the optimal Level. Our certified technicians will perform a
diagnostic assessment and tune-up on your air conditioner and make adjustments
to your refrigerant Level as needed.

ENERGY STAR-Rated Products
Retrofits with energy efficient products are available to save energy and water,
including Lighting, low-flow showerheads and faucet aerators

Vending Machine Controllers
A typical vending machine is on even when no one is around. Vending machine
controllers are a type of occupancy sensor that senses when people are nearby.
When no one has been around the vending machine for a time, the controller
powers it down. Periodically the machine will power on to keep product cold, but
will otherwise remain off until people return, thus saving energy.

Participation is Easy
The Manufactured and Mobile Homes Program makes it easy for eligible customers
to take advantage of its benefits:

1. The customer signs an access and program participation agreement.

2. A Synergy associate performs a walk-through of your home to identify
eligible measures.

3. Installation and service is scheduled and takes place at a convenient time
for the customer.

4. The customer may be selected to participate in a telephone survey or for
an on-site inspection by a representative of PG&E or Synergy EE.

Next Steps
Visit www.synergycompanies.org/financing/utility/pge-mobile-home-program. for
details. To get Statrted. Call Energy EE at 1-800-439-9610, extension 165, or contact the
program cooridnator at pge.mobile@synergycompanies.org. You can reach the PG&E
Smarter Energy Line at 1-800-933-9555 or visit www.pge.com for information about
energy efficiency programs.
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